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TOM SCHANLEY TO JOIN JIMMY SMITS
ON NBC’S “OUTLAW”
Actor guest stars in the episode “In RE: Curtis Farwell”
(October 4, 2010) Los Angeles - On Friday, October 8, 2010, noted actor Tom Schanley
returns to television appearing as Carl Phillips on NBC‟s Outlaw, starring Jimmy Smits.
In the episode “In Re: Curtis Farwell,” Carl Phillips, played by Schanley, is the surviving
husband of a woman who is suspected of committing suicide after warning her employer, a car
manufacturer, of unsafe conditions in the car. Turns out Carl may have played a role in her
suicide as well.
Outlaw is a new courtroom drama starring Emmy winner Jimmy Smits as Supreme Court
Justice Cyrus Garza, who abruptly quits the high-level position because he believes the system
is flawed. He returns to his own law practice determined to represent the „little guy‟ and use his
inside knowledge of the justice system to take on high profile cases. Jesse Bradford (“The West
Wing”), Carly Pope (“24”), Ellen Woglom (“Californication”) and David Ramsey (“Dexter”) also
star.
Tune in this Friday, October 8, 2010 to catch the episode. The show airs Friday nights on NBC,
at 10:00 p.m. / 9:00 p.m. Central time.
Links:
Tom Schanley: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0770031/
“Outlaw: In RE: Curtis Farwell”: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1720400/
“Outlaw” series information: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1690356/
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ABOUT TOM SCHANLEY
2010 has found Tom playing both sides of the law: As an ICE officer in the Chris Weitz film “The
Gardener” and a hit -man chasing down Mel Gibson and stolen money in “How I Spent My Summer
Vacation,” (due out 2011). This actor, whose chops have landed him principal and lead roles in
television series and motion pictures, is best known for his work as the drug dealer, Ricky on Dexter, the
self sacrificing “Evan Abby” on Criminal Minds as well as his roles in CSI NY, CSI Miami, Without a Trace
and may more. Most recently seen on Castle as William Carraway in “The Mistress Always Spanks
Twice.” Tom has had the privilege of working with some of the cinematic icons of our time: Academy
Award winning director Ed Zwick and Denzel Washington in Courage Under Fire, Mel Gibson and Julia
Roberts in Conspiracy Theory among others. He is also an exceptionally talented Writer and Producer of
the independent film "The Hard Easy" with Vera Farmiga, David Boreanaz, Bruce Dern & Peter Weller.

